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AUTOWEB DELIVERS
ENGAGED AUTO SHOPPERS
TO DEALERSHIP WEBSITES

AutoWeb’s easy-to-understand advertising platform is built 
on a high-quality auto shopper audience. This BPE | Research 
Report will demonstrate why AutoWeb’s highly engaged, pure 
shopper audience is more effective to help dealers
sell new and used vehicles when compared
to other popular advertising strategies. 
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Auto dealers, agencies, and OEMs are always looking for new ways to connect with local in-market shoppers, and yet when they try new 
approaches, measuring the outcomes can be a challenge. It’s not uncommon for a general manager to invest in a digital marketing, email 
marketing, video marketing, or direct mail campaign and wonder if the advertising message reached enough shoppers who purchased vehicles 
to make the campaign a success.

There are many reasons why store managers cannot easily measure their Return on Ad Spend (ROAS), but we will illuminate the most common 
reasons in this research report. Readers are also invited to read the BPE | Research report on Google SEM advertising effectiveness (August 
2021) which supports the findings in this report and provides another lens into assisting dealers as they create a more effective marketing mix.

AutoWeb approached BPE | Research to provide feedback on its advertising platform and to analyze the ROAS for its dealer clients. The 
project revealed insights that would help its sales team communicate the value of the AutoWeb platform and ample opportunities to educate 
dealers on the tools they need to evaluate any advertising strategy that drives click traffic to their dealership’s website.

AutoWeb's easy-to-understand advertising platform is built on a high-quality auto shopper audience.

This report will demonstrate why AutoWeb’s highly engaged, pure shopper audience is more effective
in helping dealers sell new and used vehicles, as compared to other popular advertising strategies.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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LET’S START BY UNDERSTANDING

INDUSTRY-CHANGING DATA
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In August 2021, we released our original research on the unexpected outcomes of Google Ads campaigns that are
commonly run by agencies serving franchise automotive dealers. We have included three pages from that report
which highlight insights that dealers found helpful in reframing their expectations from the Google dealer playbook.

Lastly, we found that most Google SEM campaigns use phone call conversion and store visits to optimize Google SEM campaigns for sales, 
which is a blunder. We are recommending that dealers should consider and test removing these outcomes from being used in Google’s bidding 
engine because they only produce more service outcomes.

Most hard conversions from Google SEM campaigns are phone calls, and when InteractiveTel inspected over 1 million SEM phone calls, 
less than 13% of the calls could be confirmed as an opportunity to sell a new or used car.  This is surprising since over 95% of Google SEM 
campaigns are funded by variable operations. We also found that most agencies listed conversion counts in their Google advertising reports 
but we could not find any reports that broke these conversions out for sales, service, parts, etc. (page 3)
 
It is common for dealers to buy their own name in Google SEM campaigns. For a Honda dealer in Phoenix, it could also be common for its 
Google ad agency to purchase broad keywords like “Honda Dealer,” “Honda Dealer near me,” or “Honda Dealer Phoenix” which generates 
many conversions, but again, most of those conversions are for Fixed Operations. (page 4)
 
Dealers need a new framework to measure true sales opportunities from Google SEM campaigns. Most hard conversions, including the 
Google “store visits” metrics, are for service customers. Dealers can approximate the true number of hard conversions from their Google 
SEM campaigns using the Napkin Math formula. (page 5)

https://www.brianpasch.com/sem-report/?utm_source=direct&utm_medium=bpe_deck&utm_campaign=autoweb_report&utm_term=&utm_content=
https://www.brianpasch.com/sem-report/?utm_source=direct&utm_medium=bpe_deck&utm_campaign=autoweb_report&utm_term=&utm_content=


SERVICE
402,800 CALLS

40%

SALES
127,835 CALLS

13%
ABANDONED
202,390 CALLS

20%
PARTS
133,985 CALLS

14%
OTHER
128,945 CALLS

13%
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LET'S START BY EXAMINING

THE DATA-DRIVEN FACTS

BASED ON RESEARCH FROM

ONE MILLION SEM
CAMPAIGN CALLS

WERE IDENTIFIED AS A
SALES OPPORTUNITY

     13%LESS
THAN

*Based on Dealer.com managed campaigns (01/01/21-06/30/21)
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Dealers must also understand that the number of “new” customers 
to their website is directly related to their Google Ads strategies. 
Dealers who buy their own name or broad search terms should be 
aware they are paying for traffic that could have very likely found 
their website organically via their free Google My Business listings.

Once a car is purchased, a consumer might visit the dealer’s 
website once or twice a year when service intervals remind them 
to make an appointment. Let’s look at a common scenario: An 
existing dealership customer needs service and uses Google to 
search the dealer’s name and find the phone number.
  
The dealer is following Google’s advice to buy their own name, and 
so the consumer sees the ad, clicks on the ad, and this session is 
registered as a new visitor. They are not a new customer, and yet if 
they didn’t buy their name, the customer could have clicked on 
their Google My Business listing and called the dealership without 
any fees.

GOOGLE MY
BUSINESS LISTING

FREE

GOOGLE SEM PAID
NAME SEARCH

$$$

ARE NEW SESSIONS NEW CUSTOMERS?

LET'S START BY STATING THAT DEALERS

MUST STOP SPENDING ON THEIR OWN NAME
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When dealers obtain their monthly performance reports from their agencies, they will rarely see phone call conversions broken out by
sales, service, parts, and non-prospect. What they normally will see is one number for phone calls, lead forms, and chat/SMS conversions. 
  
Based on our research, we can discount these conversions and estimate the number of sales opportunities, using the following formula:

(PHONE CALLS × 13%) + (LEAD FORMS × 80%) + (CHAT/SMS × 50%)

BASIC NAPKIN MATH CAN ESTIMATE SALES OPPORTUNITIES FROM GOOGLE CONVERSIONS

DO  YOUR OWN CALCULATION: DO HARD CONVERSIONS ON GOOGLE ADS EQUAL SALES CALLS?

Using our napkin math formula, you can more accurately 
measure Google Ads performance by moving from a 
Cost Per Lead (CPL) framework to a Cost per Sales 
Opportunity (CSO) framework. Here is how it would be 
used for a dealer who received 140 calls, 25 lead forms, 
and 20 chat conversions based on its agency report:

The dealer who once thought the 185 conversions were for sales now has a sober estimate. Only 48 sales opportunities their BDC can work.

140 calls × 13% sales call = 18 sales calls
25 lead forms × 80% new sales leads = 20 sales leads
20 chat/sms × 50% new sales conversations = 10 chat leads
 
18 + 20 + 10 = 48 Total Sales Opportunities

LET'S START BY CALCULATING

TOTAL SALES OPPORTUNITIES
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THIS MUCH BECOMES CLEAR

THE INDUSTRY NEEDS PLAYERS WILLING TO ADAPT
AUTOWEB HAS CONTINUED TO ADAPT TO CONSUMER & DEALER NEEDS SINCE 1995

AutoWeb’s core product connects with in-market auto shoppers on marketplace websites that include autobytel.com, car.com, usedcars.com, 
usedtrucks.com, and autosite.com.  Through their display ad solution, when a consumer finds a vehicle or responds to an incentive, AutoWeb  
directly captures that lead. They also can generate a second lead form, or leave-behind page, to encourage the consumer to continue shopping on 
a local dealer’s website.
 
The interesting aspect of AutoWeb’s leave-behind page is that a consumer has to effectively double opt-in to complete their lead form and then 
are taken to the dealer’s website. If a consumer double verifies their interest in car shopping, before being transported to the local dealer’s 
inventory, the consumer must be motivated.
 
When BPE | Research looked at the quality of traffic that AutoWeb generates, the engagement scores and hard conversions per shopper is higher 
quality than traffic generated by Google SEM. The reason why is that AutoWeb drives pure auto shoppers where Google Ads generates a mix of 
traffic for sales, service, parts, and administrator activities.  Remember, this is an important factor considering the previously mentioned research 
report on Google SEM showed that less that 13% of all Google SEM phone calls can be mapped to an active shopper for a new or used vehicle. 
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HOW DOES AUTOWEB CONTINUE TO ADAPT?

DYNAMIC INVENTORY TARGETING
7

AutoWeb’s Dynamic Inventory Targeting allows dealers, agencies, and OEMs alike to dynamically populate the ad unit with a specific vehicle 
from their inventory feed that matches the shopper’s vehicle of interest. This is a perfect solution for marketing used inventory. This feature 
is especially important during recent months as inventory supply is constrained and consumers are searching in wider geographical areas for 
specific makes and models. BPE | Research found that AutoWeb’s shoppers represent a scalable solution for dealers who are looking to hold 
gross and find the right buyer for the scarce inventory that they have on their lots. 
  
It is clear that 2021 and 2022 will be years of unprecedented inventory constraints so dealers who want to reduce
advertising costs and laser target in-market shoppers can turn to marketplace providers to expand
reach and connections at a very affordable cost. 
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HOW DO AUTOWEB SHOPPERS CONNECT?
Site Engagement
Users land on an 
AutoWeb automotive 
research site.

Traffic Acquisition
AutoWeb attracts 
millions of in-market 
shoppers per month. 

Make & Model Selection 
Shoppers engage further by 
entering zip code and selecting a 
specific make & model of interest.

8UNDERSTANDING THE BASICS
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When consumers visit an AutoWeb website, like Car.com, they can research cars by model and then 
request to see local vehicle prices (image 1) by entering their zip code. Local dealers are displayed, and 
the consumer can select which dealers to get an offer from (image 2) which would require a lead form 
to be completed by the shopper.

The AutoWeb technology also sends a pop-under banner advertisement 
(image 1A) just in case the consumer does not complete the form. The 
banner has specific hyperlinks to dealer websites and offer pages, which 
is yet another way to engage with consumers.

If the consumer completes the lead form, a thank you page is displayed 
(image 3) continuing to present additional offers to drive engagement. 
Keep in mind that this workflow (images 1-3) requires multiple clicks by the consumer, so accidental 
referral traffic to dealer websites is practically ELIMINATED and a highly qualified buyer is ASSURED.

Site
Flow  Landing Page1  Dealer Selection2  Thank You Page3 Leave-Behind Page1A

HOW DO SHOPPERS ENGAGE?

9UNDERSTANDING THE BASICS
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2

3
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AutoWeb Traffic/PPC
 Customizable PPC Ad Units
Pop-under ad unit is presented with 
ads based on make, model, and zip 
code location.

4
 Advertiser Landing Page
Shoppers that click an ad are 
driven to the advertiser’s desired 
landing page. The advertiser is 
charged for the click.

5

AutoWeb leverages its own first party data gathered from its shopping platforms to 
run effective native display ads (image 4) which drive traffic to local dealer websites 
(image 5). AutoWeb can also offer its dealers enhanced Google Ads and Facebook 
campaigns by importing their local shopper audiences to improve ad targeting.

Instead of trusting audiences that you can’t inspect or understand, AutoWeb’s 
platforms generate a high-quality list of auto shoppers that have a higher conversion 
rate for dealers to generate sales opportunity and not a bunch of service phone calls.

HOW DOES AUTOWEB LEVERAGE 1ST PARTY DATA

IT IS CLEAR THAT AUTOWEB GENERATES SALES 
OPPORTUNITIES BY LEVERAGING LOCAL AUDIENCES

10UNDERSTANDING THE BASICS



HARNESS THE POWER OF MARKETPLACE SITES
BPE’s research on AutoWeb’s referral traffic to auto dealer websites supports previous research that was published regarding the high-quality 
referral traffic that comes from third party marketplace websites. Auto dealers know that a high percentage of consumer transactions each month 
are for service and parts. This means that the local consumers who visit their website or call the dealership are not all shopping for vehicles.

On the other hand, consumers go to marketplace websites like 
autobytel, usedcars.com, cars.com, autotrader.com, and 
edmunds.com because they are shopping for a new or used 
vehicle, not service. Now that BPE | Research has published the 
outcomes from paid advertising traffic from popular Google Ads 
strategies, it has become much clearer that dealers cannot 
replicate the unique, high-quality traffic that marketplace 
websites attract. 

When dealers calculate the costs to generate a sales opportunity 
using Google Ads for a new or used vehicle (hard conversion), 
they will find that the Cost per Sales Opportunity (CSO) is 
significantly higher than their agency reports would suggest. This 
is because agencies are not inspecting call outcomes and 
counting all conversions into their cost per lead (CPL) metric.

3RD
PARTY
CONSISTENTLY ATTRACT & GENERATE
  HIGH QUALITY SHOPPER TRAFFIC

AUTOMOTIVE
MARKETPLACES

FOR
SALES

NOT 
SERVICE

& DERIVATIVE
PLATFORMS
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HOW TO ENSURE SUCCESS IS SEEN & MEASURED
DEALERS NEEDS PROPER GA INSTALLATIONS

One of the reasons why AutoWeb sales teams have had a difficult time 
explaining the benefits of their advertising platform is due to the lack 
of standards in Google Analytics for conversion and engagement 
measurement.  
 
If dealers do not have the ability to see how engaged AutoWeb traffic 
is compared to other channels, they cannot demonstrate their value.

This example of Google Analytics reporting shows a dealer with 
Roadster Express Storefront installed. Roadster provides detailed 
engagement events to track the quality of shopper traffic and gives 
an easy way to measure shopper intensity.  

Dealers rarely have all conversion goals installed properly in 
Google Analytics so if a referral from AutoWeb calls, chats, or 
completes a trade-in form, they might not be able to see the 
conversion. In order to effectively measure conversion and 
engagement generated by AutoWeb, Google Analytics must be 
set up correctly.

12
THINGS TO
CONSIDER
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QUALITY OF AUTOWEB TRAFFIC
The high-quality AutoWeb referral traffic to dealership websites can be seen when Google Analytics is properly configured. However, the 
number of sessions per month in any market will be limited to the supply side dynamics of their marketplace websites and partnerships. 
BPE | Research reviewed the website traffic from dozens of customers, and the number of shoppers delivered to dealer websites ranged from 
100-300 shoppers per month.

Our recent investigation of Google SEM campaigns reveals that dealers now understand consumer clicks are a mix of sales, service, and parts 
shoppers with an additional mix of returning customer administrative calls. Thus, when you compare any click-based advertising strategy, it is 
important to inspect conversion outcomes and TRAFFIC QUALITY, NOT QUANTITY.

Since AutoWeb traffic is a derivative of marketplace traffic, AutoWeb delivers a highly engaged consumer who is also willing to convert with 
hard conversions: phone call, lead form, chat/SMS message.  That is exactly what BPE | Research saw with most dealers we inspected. High 
quality traffic on demand can be inspected using Google Analytics and calls verified when dealers have call management software installed. As 
the budget increases, the traffic will also swell.

DID YOU KNOW? Referral traffic from marketplace websites is up to 3X more 
engaged and 2X as likely to complete a hard conversion!

HIGH INTENT
LOW COST
TRAFFIC

13
THINGS TO
CONSIDER
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WHAT DEALERS CAN EXPECT FROM AUTOWEB
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DIT - Dynamic Inventory Targeting

Dealer

John Watson Chevrolet

Woodbury Nissan

Mt. Holly Nissan

Ed Morse Delray Toyota DIT

Ed Morse Delray Toyota

Average Traffic Spend

$413/Month

$687/Month

$683/Month

$380/Month

$1765/Month

 AVERAGE TRAFFIC SPEND Dealers who want to lock in AutoWeb’s high-quality shopper audience 
do not have to break the bank. Allocating $1,000 a month can generate 
additional, ready-to-buy shoppers that can expand the dealer’s reach and 
more efficiently connect buyers with sellers.

When dealers purchase their own keywords in local search, many 
consumers will click on their sales ads and call for service. As we already 
mentioned, when dealers buy broad keywords, most conversions are for 
service. Dealers who want more sales opportunities need to turn to 
first-party data that consists of in-market car shoppers and not just local 
consumers looking to service their vehicles. 

CAMPAIGN

Conquest Make/Model

Brand Make/Model

Brand Geo

Dealer Name

QUERY EXAMPLE

“2021 Honda CRV Lease”

“2021 Buick Encore Lease”

“Buick Dealer Near Me”

“Bob Jeannotte Buick GMC”

AUTOWEB

$2

$2

Not Great for Variable Ops

Not Great for Variable Ops

POPULAR SEM

$3-$10

$2-$5

$2-$8

$1

HOW DOES AUTOWEB STACK UP WITH TRADITIONAL SEM?
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AUTOWEB DEALERSHIP RESULTS
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205 SHOPPERS IN 30 DAYS
2 LEAD FORMS
3 TRADEPENDING
3 MOBILE CALLS

302 SHOPPERS IN 90 DAYS
18 FORM FILLS
NO ACCIDENTAL CLICKS HERE
LEADS CLICKED 2X TO SUBMIT

567 SHOPPERS IN 60 DAYS
18 FORM FILLS
4 PHONE CALLS
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AUTOWEB DEALERSHIP RESULTS

454 SHOPPERS IN 60 DAYS
13 FORM FILLS
5 PHONE CALLS
1 LEAD SUBMISSION

1,436 SHOPPERS IN 60 DAYS
16% SRP>VDP MOVEMENT
1 TRADE-IN ACTION
5 CHAT LEAD ACTIONS
29 FORM FILLS

OVER A 60-DAY PERIOD
20% HIGHER VDP 
ENGAGEMENT TRAFFIC
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From the traffic BPE inspected within dealership Google Analytics accounts, AutoWeb referral traffic generates hard conversions. What we also 
found is that the referral traffic is highly engaged with website shopping tools and resources. We recommend, therefore, that dealers work with 
their AutoWeb account manager and their website providers to create a new ‘view’ in Google Analytics called AutoWeb. This new view will allow 
AutoWeb to create hard conversion goals as well as shopper engagement goals, while not disturbing any goals that the dealership has already created.

Using the recommendations of BPE | Research, 
AutoWeb has created a template of goals that 
can be installed into a clean view in Google 
Analytics to record both hard conversions and 
shopper engagement. On the right is a list of 
recommended goals to help track conversions.

With these goals in place, it will be much easier 
for dealers to see the quality of traffic generated 
by AutoWeb. These same goals can also be used 
to inspect any paid or referral traffic that is being 
sent to a dealer’s website!

GOAL NAME
AW-Chat-Lead-Sales
AW-Phone-Calls
AW-SMS-Lead-Sales
AW-Trade-in-Submitted
AW-Website Form-Submitted
AW-Payment-Calculator
AW-Photo-Gallery
AW-Viewed-Directions
AW-Viewed-Window-Sticker
AW-Saved-Vehicles
AW-Used-Digital-Retailing-Tools
AW-Vehicle-Condition-Report

TYPE
H
H
H
H
H
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

DESCRIPTION
Started a chat conversion
Mobile/Desktop click to call initiated
Started a text messaging session
Submitted a trade lead form
Submitted a website lead form
Used the payment calculator
View vehicle photos
Visited hours and directions page
Viewed window sticker
Saved vehicle in their virtual garage
Used digital retailing tools
Downloaded vehicle condition report

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS
TO DRIVE THE PLATFORM FORWARD

AutoWeb Tagging for Google Analytics 2021   |   H = Hard Conversion   S = Soft Conversion
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Consumers who visit marketplace websites are highly focused shoppers who are interested in purchasing a new or used vehicle. 
Consumers who visit a local dealer’s website do so because they are looking for vehicles, but also for service, parts, warranty, and 
employment. Marketplace websites, like AutoWeb, that allow dealers access to their high-quality shopper audience benefit by 
lowering their cost to generate a sales opportunity for variable operations.

Dealers who want to expand their local connection with in-market shoppers should follow the recommendations in this report to 
configure Google Analytics to track BOTH hard conversions and soft-conversion signals aligned with shopper engagement. Then, 
dealers can be confident in increasing shopper traffic to their website through AutoWeb and, ultimately, track shoppers to sales.

Dealers must reconsider the high value of marketplace websites that have the capability to target local car shoppers while filtering 
out service-focused consumers and existing customers. Understanding traffic quality, through a lens of shopper engagement, will 
allow dealers to create a more effective marketing mix.

FINAL THOUGHTS

REFLECTION
Dealers can now see that the cost to generate a measurable sales opportunity using traditional display 
marketing is 5-10X more expensive than their reporting may indicate. The next step is to decide where 
they want to reallocate their variable ops marketing budget to capture high-intention, low-cost traffic.
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WANT TO CONTINUE 
THE CONVERSATION?
SIMPLY SCAN TO EMAIL
BRIAN PASCH DIRECTLY

FOR THE LATEST AUTOMOTIVE STRATEGIES
JOIN BPE EVERY WINTER IN PALM BEACH
AND EVERY SUMMER IN NAPA VALLEY

STAY INFORMED WITH BPE

RESEARCH



THE AUTOMOTIVE
RETAIL EVENT
OF THE YEAR

AUTO EVENTS

MEET UP WITH THE 
AUTOWEB TEAM
AT AAAS AND SAVE

USE PROMO CODE
 AUTOWEB  FOR $200 
OFF OF YOUR TICKET CLICK THE TICKETS OR SCAN HERE

https://automotiveattributionsummit.com/tickets/?utm_source=direct&utm_medium=bpe_deck&utm_campaign=autoweb_report&utm_term=code_autoweb&utm_content=

